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Graffiti 

Affordance:

Constrains:

· Requires cultural background to understand, e.g. if I don’t know 
what is “GURU”, I won’t understand “ the GURU is within you”
· Hard to be distributed, unless people take pictures of it and 
distribute it
· Need to be placed in the right context, Sipyard is a good place for 
graffiti, but we can not put it on the wall of Lincoln Hall

· Visually attractive, we used many colors in one graffiti
· Freehand drawing allows flexibility, we drew whatever we 
wanted with the spays on the wall
· Large audience, the audience come by the Sipyard will see the 
graffiti



Affordances Constraints

Audio

·The combination of music, sound 
effect, interview enriches the 
audio and makes it interesting 
· Sound as a media is easily being 
stored, distributed, and shared, 
and it allows fails and trails that 
we can edit the sound track 
conveniently using the editing tool 
like Premiere
·People is easily touched by the 
sound if the audio has beats and 
sound that trigger emotions.
·The sound source should be 
ethical and credible, for example, 
if I use to much content of Trump’s 
speeches, people dislike him will 
not be engaged in the audio

·Based on the prior knowledge to 
understand the background of the 
sound, otherwise the sound makes 
no sense to the audience. If people 
don’t know the recent gun 
shooting events, they will not feel 
the empathy could be aroused by 
the audio
·People may lose interest and 
patience to listen, because the 
audio do not have a visual appeal 
to the audience



Map

Affordance:

Constrains:

· Map as a visual media shows details of certain area 
concisely, and is visual appealing than text
·Maps can show different features of the places, such as 
focusing on political issues as the maps depicting 
different countries in WWII, and focusing on the 
restaurants on the street, and showing the changes 
within one place
· Maps can be made into many forms, such as 3D, 
pictures, freehand drawing; and it can be composed by 
many tools, such as Photoshop, Illustrator, Prezi and the 
app I use, PicsArt

· Map usually depicts a large range of a place, it may omit
important components of a place and fail in transferring 
necessary knowledge of a place to the audience
· Map should be updated often because things are easily 
changing in one place, for example, when doing our
foodie map, some restaurants were already being 
replaced
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